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About Us 
Hexagon Geospatial helps you make sense of the dynamically changing world. Hexagon 
Geospatial provides the software products and platforms to a large variety of customers through 
direct sales, channel partners, and Hexagon businesses, including the underlying geospatial 
technology to drive Intergraph Security, Government & Infrastructure (SG&I) industry solutions. 
Hexagon Geospatial is a division of Intergraph Corporation. 

CUSTOMERS. Globally, a wide variety of organizations rely on our products daily including 
local, state and national mapping agencies, transportation departments, defense organizations, 
engineering and utility companies and businesses serving agriculture and natural resource 
needs.  Our portfolio enables these organizations to holistically understand change and use 
information to make mission and business-critical decisions.   

TECHNOLOGY. Our priority is to deliver products and solutions that make our customers 
successful. Hexagon Geospatial is focused on developing leading-edge technology that is easily 
configurable. Through extensible, scalable and collaborative products, we enable you to 
transform multi-source content into dynamic and actionable information. We are constantly 
re-conceptualizing and improving our products. 

PARTNERS. As an organization, we are partner-focused, working alongside our channel to 
ensure we succeed together.   We provide the right tools, products and support to our business 
partners so that they may successfully deliver sophisticated solutions for their customers.  We 
recognize that we greatly extend our reach and influence by cultivating channel partner 
relationships both inside and outside of Hexagon.   

TEAM. As an employer, we recognize that the success of our business is the result of our highly 
motivated and collaborative staff.  At Hexagon Geospatial, we celebrate a diverse set of people 
and talents; and we respect people for who they are and the wealth of knowledge they bring to 
the table. We retain talent by fostering individual development and ensuring frequent 
opportunities to learn and grow.    

HEXAGON. Hexagon Geospatial plays a key role in Hexagon’s multi-industry focus, leveraging 
the entire portfolio for a wide variety of geospatial needs. Hexagon is a leading global provider of 
design, measurement and visualization technologies.  Synergistic thinking is encouraged 
across all levels and functions at Hexagon companies, so that we all respond better and faster 
to our shared customer’s needs. 

For more information, visit www.hexagongeospatial.com (http://www.hexagongeospatial.com) 
and www.hexagon.com (http://www.hexagon.com). 

http://www.hexagongeospatial.com/
http://www.hexagon.com/
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Contours to DEM Tutorial 

Converting a Contour Layer to a DEM using Grid Analysis 

Digital Elevation Models 

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a grid layer representing a matrix of elevations sampled at 
regularly spaced intervals. Each cell represents a square parcel of land, with the data value of 
the cell giving the average elevation of the parcel. 

Grid Analysis has facilities that allow for advanced terrain analysis and data visualization. For 
example, classification of terrain surfaces is accomplished using commands such as Grade, 
Aspect, Profile, and Viewshed. Hydrological modeling can be applied to a DEM using 
commands such as Downhill Path, Flow Concentration, and Fill Depressions. Route 
alternatives can be examined using the Distance/Cost command. 
 

Tutorial Introduction 

This tutorial presents a workflow used to generate a DEM from a set of vector contours. Hints on 
using interpolation commands with different types of sparse data sets are included. 

Topics covered in this tutorial include: 

 Opening a GeoMedia GeoWorkspace and defining a Study Area 

 Rasterizing vector contours and editing grid layers 

 Generating a DEM using the grid analysis commands Random, Spline, and Smooth 

 Using the Fill Depressions command 

 Generating a Shaded Relief model 

 

Tutorial Text Conventions 

There are several conventions used throughout the tutorial: 

 Ribbon bar items are shown as: On the Aaa tab, in the Bbb panel, click Ccc > Ddd. 

 Dialog box names, field names, and button names are depicted using bolded text. 

 Information to be entered, either by selecting from a list or by typing, is depicted using 
italicized text. 
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Data Set 

The tutorial dataset was generated from two original information sources. Contour data was 
based on map sheet 082J041 TRIM Information (provided by the Province of British Columbia 
Base Mapping & Geomatic Services) and land use information on map sheet 082J041 FC1/FIP 
Information (provided by the Province of British Columbia Terrestrial Information Branch). These 
data sets are located in the folder \Grid Analysis Tutorials\Introductory Tutorials\Contours to 
DEM. 

 The provision of British Columbia Digital Atlas data does not imply sanctioning by the 
Province of British Columbia and does not constitute an endorsement of Intergraph Corporation 
or its products. 

 
 

How This Tutorial Should be Used 

This tutorial is ideal for those with an interest in using Grid Analysis to create a DEM from a set 
of contours. Users of this tutorial should have a good working knowledge of GeoMedia Desktop 
and should ideally have worked through the Learning to Use Grid Analysis introductory tutorial. 
 

Data Preparation 

Opening a GeoWorkspace 

Grid Analysis is completely integrated with the GeoMedia Desktop and is available when 
GeoMedia Advantage or GeoMedia Professional tiers are used. Grid Analysis commands are 
located in the Grid tab in the ribbon bar. 

1. Launch GeoMedia Desktop, and choose Open an existing GeoWorkspace from the 
Welcome dialog box. 

2. Double click More Files, browse to \Grid Analysis Tutorials\Introductory Tutorials\Contours 
to DEM\ContoursToDEM.gws, and click Open. 

3. If a GeoMedia error message requests the database filename, browse to \Grid Analysis 
Tutorials\Introductory Tutorials\Contours to DEM\Contours.mdb, click Open, and click OK 
when prompted. 

The Map window will display vector features, including a neatline (border), contour lines, logging 
roads, and highways. The Legend window lists these features. Take a moment to look at both 
the Map window and its legend to identify the different feature classes present. Note that as the 
pointer is moved, the current layer coordinates appear in a coordinate display field at the top of 
the Map window. Double clicking on a feature such as a contour line will produce a Properties 
window linked to the layer’s database in the warehouse. 
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Defining a Study Area 

In order to access the Grid Analysis commands, a Study Area must be defined and active. The 
Study Area defines the geographic location, projection, coordinates, and cell resolution shared 
by all the grid layers belonging to it. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Study Area panel, click Define New. 

2. Click and drag the cursor to define a rectangle encompassing a portion of the layer. Include 
diverse topography (sparse contours and dense contours, like the area shown in the graphic 
below). 

 

3. The Define Grid Study Area dialog box will appear when the mouse button is released. 

4. Use the drop-down list to enter Contours in the Connection field. 

5. Type DEM15m in the Study Area Name field. 

6. Set the Cell Resolution value to 15.0 Meters. The resolution could be set at a higher value, 
but this would significantly increase processing time. 

7. Click OK. A Study Area has now been defined. 

HINT:  It is often helpful to perform one or more tests on a small data set to determine the best 
parameters before using the Spline command to generate a large surface. Perform these tests 
on a section of the source layer that has large differences in contour density. 

HINT:  To interpolate a surface from a source layer containing very dense contours, use IDW 
rather than Spline. IDW executes more rapidly and produces quality results. In general, 
generating a surface is complicated because all interpolators are data dependent. For more 
information on interpolation, use Grid Analysis on-line help facility. 
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Rasterizing a Feature Class 

The Rasterize Legend Entries command rasterizes the selected feature class, creating a grid 
layer. 

1. In the Legend window, click to select the feature class CNTR_Line. 

 

2. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Rasterize Legend Entries. The progress bar at 
the bottom of the window tracks the command’s execution. 

3. This command produces no visible result in the Map window. In the next tutorial, the new 
grid layer will be displayed and examined in the grid Edit window. 

 

Viewing and Editing a Grid Layer 

The grid Edit window provides tools to mark, measure, view, and alter the appearance of a grid 
layer, and to change its underlying data. This window is also linked to the Legend window, the 
Information window, and the History window. Changes in any of these windows affect the 
appearance and characteristics of the grid layer in the Edit window, and vice versa. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Edit. 

2. Select the grid layer named CNTR_Line. Since this is the only grid layer currently in the 
Study Area, it will be the only layer in the list. 

3. Click Edit. This displays the Edit window. Note that the grid layer conforms to the Study 
Area. 

4. If necessary, move the Legend window to the side of the layer image. Expand the legend to 
show the cell colors, cell values, and number of cells in each zone. 

5. Examine the contents of the Legend window and the grid layer. 
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6. Use the Query Raster Values tool  to examine the contour lines in the grid layer. Hold 
down the left mouse button and scan across the layer. 

 

HINT:  Each contour line has a numerical value. These values are the "Primary Keys" for 
each contour line. Primary Keys are used to link the grid layer to the database so that any 
numeric attribute can be used in a grid analysis. The elevation values for this grid layer are 
stored in the connected warehouse. The elevation attribute will be used later when 
specifying the Random command. 

To prepare the data for use with the Spline command, the total number of non-VOID cells in 
the grid layer should be reduced by approximately 65 percent. This decreases data 
redundancy and helps avoid a terraced effect in the layer obtained by applying Spline. 

To find the total number of non-VOID cells in the layer, group together the non-VOID legend 
entries. 

7. Click on the second legend entry from the top (the one under VOID). 
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8. Scroll down to the bottom of the Legend window, and Shift-click on the last legend entry. 
This selects all non-VOID legend entries. 

9. Right click in the body of the Legend window and choose Group Selection. This groups 
together all of the selected entries. 

  Your total may differ a little from the one in the example below (that is, 30214). 

 

HINT:  Grouping legend entries does not combine map zones, and the legend entries can 
be ungrouped at any time without losing data. The technique is often used to help visualize 
data or, as in this case, to obtain a summary of the data. 

10. Take note of the total number of non-VOID cells (it will likely differ somewhat from the 
number above). This number will be needed to perform the steps below. 

11. To return the Legend to its original state, right click on the grouped entry and choose 
Ungroup Selection. 

12. Click to close the Edit window, and click No in the Confirm Save dialog box. 

 
 

Grid Analysis - Generating a DEM from Contours 

In this section, several commands will be used to create a DEM from the rasterized contours. 
 

Using Random Sample to Reduce the Number of Elevation Values 

The Random Sample command extracts a specified number of data points (non-VOID cells) 
from a grid layer. This command is used to reduce data redundancy. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Statistical > Random Sample. 

2. Select the Source layer CNTR_Line. 

3. Select the Attribute ELEVATION. 

4. Calculate 35% of the total number of non-VOID cells from step 9 above. Enter this number 
in the Select _____ point(s) field. 

5. Accept the default Result Layer name. 
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6. Uncheck Place results in map window. 

 

7. Click OK. 
 

Using the Information Window to Set Units of Measure 

Although the ELEVATION attribute of the layer CNTR_Line is in meters, this unit of measure is 
not automatically set in the Random Sample Result Layer. Data units for a grid layer can be set 
using the Information window. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Layer > Information. 

2. Select Random Sample Result Layer from the list of available grid layers, and click OK. 
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3. In the Information window, use the drop-down Data Units list to select Meters. 

 

4. Click OK. 

The data values of the new layer can be viewed in the Edit window 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Edit. 

2. From the list of grid layers, select Random Sample Result Layer, and click Edit. 

3. Click on the Query Raster Values tool. 
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4. Click and drag the mouse over the grid layer. The values displayed are elevation values in 
meters above sea level. 

 

5. Close the Edit window. When prompted to save changes, click No. 
 

Using the Spline Command to Create a Surface 

The Spline command interpolates a continuous surface from sparse data points. This command 
models a thin virtual plate with a certain amount of tension, and then it fits the plate to the 
sparse data point input layer grid. Variations in input data values cause the plate to flex and 
warp to fit all known points. The Spline command then interpolates a smooth transition between 
the known and unknown data points. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Interpolation > Spline. 

2. Use Random Sample Result Layer as the Source layer. 

3. Set Precision units to Meters. 

4. Accept the other default values. 
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5. Clear the check mark from Place results in map window. 

 

6. Click OK. 

The Spline command is computationally heavy, and it will take a few moments to complete. This 
is why it is useful to run tests on a smaller area before applying the command to a large area. 

Converting values in a grid layer from meters to feet, or vice-versa, can be done using the 
Calculator command. For more information on the Calculator command, use the Grid Analysis 
on-line help. 
 

Smoothing a Surface Using the Smooth Command 

The Smooth command generalizes data by examining neighboring cells to determine a local 
average. This reduces anomalous changes in the continuous surface, while preserving overall 
trends. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Choose Surface > Smooth. 

2. Enter Spline Result Layer as the Source layer. 

3. Select the Unweighted Average option. 

4. Select Window Shape: Round. 

5. For Window size, enter 11 Cells. 

6. Select Statistic: Mean. 

7. Accept the default Result Layer name Smooth Result Layer. 
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8. Uncheck Place results in map window. 

 

9. Click OK. 

HINT:  Using a larger window size will produce smoother results. This is useful for input data 
with a number of anomalies. However, increasing the window size will also increase the 
processing time. 
 

Removing Depressions from a Surface Using the Fill Depressions Command 

The Fill Depressions command removes all depressions from a surface layer. This is useful if 
the DEM will be used for hydrologic modeling because anomalous depressions can impede the 
modeling of flow direction. Grid cells representing a depression are given a value equal to the 
lowest value at the edge of that depression, creating a smoother surface. 

The Fill Pits command can be used when it is not necessary or desirable to remove all 
depressions from a DEM. This command only removes single-cell "pits." 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Surface > Fill Depressions. 

2. Use Smooth Result Layer as the Source layer. 

3. In the Result layer Name field, type DEM. 
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4. Uncheck Place results in map window. 

 

5. Click OK. 
 

Using the Edit Window to Add Color to the DEM 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Edit.  

2. Select the layer DEM, and click Edit to display the layer in the grid Edit window. 

3. Move the Legend window so that it does not obscure the grid layer. 

4. When a single legend entry is selected, it is shown by a narrow black outline. If the first 
legend entry is not already selected, click on it. 

5. Hold down the Shift key on the keyboard, scroll the Legend window to the bottom, and click 
the end value. All the entries will now be selected and highlighted. 

6. Position the pointer over the body of the Legend window and right click to display the 
context menu. 

7. Select Color Sequence to display the Color Sequence dialog box. 

 

8. To choose the starting color of the new color sequence, click on the left color box. The Color 
Palette will appear. Click on a color block to select the color and close the palette. 

9. Repeat the process, using the right color box, to choose the end color of the new color 
sequence. 

10. The Path type choice determines the sequence of colors assigned to the map zones. 
Experiment by clicking the different choices to see how this affects the color sequence 
displayed in the color bar. 

11. Click OK to assign the new color sequence to the DEM. 
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HINT:  For best results, select start and end colors that differ widely in hue and/or lightness. 
If desired, different color sequences can be assigned to different ranges of map zones. 
Experiment with various effects to find the one that best displays the data. 

12. Click the Edit window’s Save button to save the coloring changes, and close the Edit 
window. 

 
 

Grid Visualization – Generating a Shaded Relief Model 

The Shaded Relief command creates a gray scale shaded relief model from a DEM. The final 
appearance of the shaded relief model will depend on the source layer’s cell resolution. 

HINT:  Shaded relief models can be used diagnostically in assessing the quality of DEMs 
because the shading highlights subtle changes in the data. Creating a shaded relief model of a 
DEM is a recommended step in judging the success of the underlying interpolation process. 

1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Visualization > Shaded Relief. 

2. Click the Smoothed tab. 

3. Choose DEM as the Source layer. 

4. Select Degree of Smoothing: Smoother. Notice that the Source map window in the dialog 
box shows a small portion of the source layer. 
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5. Click the Show button to generate a preview that is based upon the current parameter 
settings. 

 

The Preview window shows the effects of applying the Shaded Relief command to that 
area. As different parameters are chosen, using the dialog box controls, click the Update 
button to update the Preview window so that it will reflect the effect of those choices. 

When the pointer is now moved over the Source map window, it appears as a small hand. 
Click and drag to pan the view. The Preview window will then refresh to show the shaded 
relief rendering of the new view. 

6. Experiment with the Azimuth of Illumination selector by clicking on different sections of the 
circle; then clicking the Update button. 

7. Reset the Location of the sun selector to a northwest position. 

8. Accept the check mark in Place results in map window. 

9. Click OK. The Shaded Relief DEM will now be displayed in the Map window. 

HINT:  The Shaded Relief DEM layer can be viewed at full resolution in the grid Edit . 

The Study Area has now been successfully converted from a vector contour layer to a 
shaded grid (raster) DEM layer representing elevation. 

10. Exit the tutorial by closing GeoMedia Desktop. Do not save any changes. 
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